Communicable!diseases!remain!a!leading!cause!of!global!mortality,!with!bacterial! 65% pathogens!among!the!greatest!concern 1 .!However,!many!of!the!bacteria!imposing!the! 66% greatest!burden!of!mortality,!such!as!Staphylococcus!aureus,!are!frequently!found!as! 67% commensal!components!of!the!body's!microbiome 2 .!For!them!invasive!disease!is!a! 68% relatively!uncommon!event!that!is!unnecessary 3,4 ,!and!perhaps!disadvantageous 5 ,!for! 69% onward!transmission.!Genomics!is!shedding!light!on!important!bacterial!traits!such!as! 70% host@specificity,!toxicity!and!antimicrobial!resistance 6@10 .!These!approaches!offer!new! 71% opportunities!to!understand!the!role!of!genetics!and!within@host!evolution!in!the! 72% outcome!of!human!interactions!with!major!bacterial!pathogens 11 .! 73% Several!lines!of!evidence!support!a!plausible!role!for!within@host!evolution!influencing! 74% the!virulence!of!bacterial!pathogens.!Common!bacterial!infections,!including!S.!aureus,! 75% are!often!associated!with!colonization!of!the!microbiome!by!a!genetically!similar! 76% strain 12 .!Genome!sequencing!suggests!that!bacteria!mutate!much!more!quickly!than! 77% previously!accepted,!and!this!confers!a!potent!ability!to!adapt,!for!example!evolving! 78% antimicrobial!resistance!de!novo!within!individual!patients 13, 14 .!!Opportunistic! 79% pathogens!infecting!cystic!fibrosis!patients!have!been!found!to!rapidly!adapt!to!the!lung! 80% environment,!with!strong!evidence!of!parallel!evolution!across!patients 15@19 
We!grouped!genes!in!two!different!ways:!by!gene!ontology!and!by!expression!pathway.! 237% First,!we!obtained!a!gene!ontology!for!the!reference!genome!from!BioCyc 41 ,%which! 238%
classifies!genes!into!biological!processes,!cellular!components!and!molecular!functions.! 239%
There!were!552!unique!gene!ontology!groupings!of!two!or!more!genes.!We!tested!for!an! 240% enrichment!among!genes!belonging!to!the!ontology,!compared!to!the!rest!that!did!not.! 241%
Second,!we!obtained!248!unique!expression!pathways!from!the!SAMMD!database!of! 242% transcriptional!studies 42 .!For!each!expression!pathway!genes!were!classified!as!up@ 243% regulated,!down@regulated!or!not!differentially!regulated!in!response!to!experimentally! 244% Page%8% manipulated!growth!conditions!or!expression!of!a!regulatory!gene.!For!each!expression! 245%
pathway,!we!tested!for!an!enrichment!in!genes!that!were!up@!or!down@regulated! 246% compared!to!genes!not!differentially!regulated.! 247%
The!most!significant!enrichment!for!protein@altering!B@class!variants!between!nose!and! 248% Fig.! 
!Genes,!gene!ontologies!and!expression!pathways!exhibiting!the!most!significant!enrichments!or!depletions!of

264%
Genes!belonging!to!the!cell!wall!ontology!showed!the!second!most!significant! 265% enrichment!for!adaptive!evolution!(p=10 -7.0 ).!Genes!contributing!to!this!5.0@fold! 266% enrichment!included!the!immunoglobulin@binding!S.!aureus!Protein!A!(spa),!the!serine! 267% rich!adhesin!for!platelets!(sasA),!clumping!factors!A!and!B!(clfA,!clfB),!fibronectin!binding! 268% Page%9% protein!A!(fnbA)!and!bone!sialic!acid!binding!protein!(bbp).!The!latter!four!genes! 269% contributed!to!another!statistically!significant!6.4@fold!enrichment!of!adaptive!protein! 270% evolution!in!the!cell!adhesion!ontology!(p=10 -6.5 ,! Fig.!3) .!Therefore,!there!is!a!general! 271% enrichment!of!surface@expressed!antigens!undergoing!adaptive!evolution.! 272%
The!rsp!regulon!showed!the!most!significant!enrichment!among!gene!sets!defined!by! 273% response!to!individual!bacterial!regulators!(p=10 -6.4 ).!Genes!down@regulated!by!rsp!in! 274% exponential!phase 44 ,!including!surface!antigens!and!the!urease!operon,!exhibited!a!3.6@ 275% (97%)!of!B@class!variants!were!typeable,!and!in!281!(54%)!of!these,!the!mutant!allele! 478% was!found!in!the!disease!population.!This!allowed!us!to!test!for!differential!enrichments! 479% in!these!two!sub@classes.' 480%
Mean'pairwise'genetic'diversity.'Separately!for!the!nose!site!and!infection!site!of!each! 481%
patient,!we!calculated!the!mean!pairwise!diversity!π!as!the!mean!number!of!variants! 482% differing!between!each!pair!of!genomes.!We!compared!the!distributions!of!π!between! 483% patients!and!Reference!Panel!II!(13!cross@sectionally!sampled!asymptomatic!carriers)! 484% using!a!Mann@Whitney@Wilcoxon!test.!! 485%
Calculating'dN/dS'ratio.!For!assessing!the!dN/dS'ratio!within!patients,!we!adjusted!the! 486%
ratio!of!raw!counts!of!total!numbers!of!non@synonymous!and!synonymous!SNPs!by!the! 487% ratio!expected!under!strict!neutrality.!We!estimated!that!the!rate!of!non@synonymous! 488% mutation!was!4.9!times!higher!than!that!of!synonymous!mutation!in!S.!aureus!based!on! 489% codon!usage!in!MRSA252!and!the!observed!transition:transversion!ratio!in!non@coding! 490% Figure!1 .!Disease-causing!S.#aureus!form!closely!related!but!distinct!populations!descended!from! microbiome-colonizing!bacteria!in!the!majority!of!infections."Bacteria"sampled"from"the"nose"and" infection"site"of"105"patients"formed"one"of"three"population"structures,"illustrated"with"example"haplotrees:" a)"Unrelated"populations"differentiated"by"many"variants."b)"Highly"related"populations"separated"by"few" variants."c)"Highly"related"populations"with"one"genotype"in"common."Reconstructing"the"ancestral"genotype" in"each"patient"helped"identify"the"ancestral"population:"d)"NoseCcolonizing"bacteria"ancestral."e)" Ambiguous"ancestral"population."f)"DiseaseCcausing"bacteria"ancestral."g)"Phylogeny"illustrating"the"working" hypothesis"that"variants"differentiating"highly"related"noseCcolonizing"and"diseaseCcausing"bacteria"would" be"enriched"for"variants"that"promote"infection."In"a-f,"haplotree"nodes"represent"observed"genotypes" sampled"from"the"nose"(white)"or"infection"site"(grey),"with"area"proportional"to"genotype"frequency,"or" unobserved"intermediate"genotypes"(black)."Edges"represent"mutations."Patient"identifiers"and"sample"sizes" (n)"are"given."In"a-g,"edge"colour"indicates"that"mutations"occurring"on"those"branches"correspond"to"BCclass" variants"between"noseCcolonizing"and"diseaseCcausing"bacteria"(blue),"CCclass"variants"among"noseC colonizing"bacteria"(gold)"or"DCclass"variants"among"diseaseCcausing"bacteria"(red)."Black"dashed"edges" indicate"ancestral"lineages." " individual"genes."b)"Significance"of"enrichment"of"552"gene"sets"defined"by"BioCyc"gene"ontologies."c)! Significance"of"enrichment"of"248"gene"sets"defined"by"SAMMD"expression"pathways."Genes,"pathways"and" ontologies"that"approach"or"exceed"a"BonferroniCcorrected"significance"threshold"of"α"="0.05"(red"lines)"are" named." " " " 
SNPs.! 491%
The'Neutrality'Index.!To!compare!the!relative!dN/dS!ratios!between!two!groups!of!
Gene'enrichment'analysis.'To!test!for!significant!enrichment!of!variants!in!a!particular!
!All!genes!contributing!to!the!pathways!and!ontologies!most!significantly!enriched!for! protein-altering!substitutions!between!nose-colonizing!and!disease-causing!bacteria.!Every"gene"with"
at"least"one"substitution"between"noseCcolonizing"and"diseaseCcausing"bacteria"and"which"was"upC"(red)"or" downC"regulated"(blue)"in"a"significantly"enriched"pathway"or"a"member"of"a"significantly"enriched"ontology" (blue)"is"shown."Above,"the"significance"(Clog10"pCvalue)"of"the"enrichment"is"shown."To"the"left,"the"number" of"altering"(yellow/orange)"and"truncating"(pink/red)"BCclass"variants"is"shown,"broken"down"by"the" population"in"which"the"mutant"allele"was"found:"nose"(BC;"yellow/pink)"or"infection"site"(BD;"orange/red)." " Page!2! Fig.&S1 .&Genes,&ontologies&and&pathways&enriched&for&protein>altering&transient&variants&within&nose> colonizing&and&disease>causing&bacteria.&a)&Significance"of"enrichment"of"2650"individual"genes."b)" Significance"of"enrichment"of"552"gene"sets"defined"by"BioCyc"gene"ontologies."c)&Significance"of"enrichment" of"248"gene"sets"defined"by"SAMMD"expression"pathways."CAclass"variants"among"noseAcolonizing"bacteria" are"coloured"gold,"DAclass"variants"among"diseaseAcausing"bacteria"are"coloured"red."Genes,"pathways"and" ontologies"that"approach"or"exceed"a"BonferroniAcorrected"significance"threshold"of"α"="0.05"(red"lines)"are" named."
" " Fig.&S2 ."Gene&set&enrichment&analysis&of&B>class&mutants&occurring&in&the&nose&or&the& infection&site.""Each"point"indicates"the"-log10"pAvalues"of"two"tests"for"enrichment"of"proteinA altering"variants"found"among"mutants"in"noseAcolonizing"bacteria"vs"diseaseAcausing"bacteria."The" shape"of"each"point"represents"the"type"of"enrichment"tested"(squares:"within"2650"genes"in" MRSA252,"triangles:"552"Biocyc"gene"ontologies,"circles:"248"SAMMD"expression"pathways)."A"line" of"1:1"correspondence"is"plotted"in"red." " Fig.&S3 .&Genes,&ontologies&and&pathways&enriched&for&protein>altering&variants&among&longitudinally& sampled&asymptomatic&nasal&carriers.&a)&Significance"of"enrichment"of"2650"individual"genes."b)" Significance"of"enrichment"of"552"gene"sets"defined"by"BioCyc"gene"ontologies."c)&Significance"of"enrichment" of"248"gene"sets"defined"by"SAMMD"expression"pathways."Genes,"pathways"and"ontologies"that"exceed"a" BonferroniAcorrected"significance"threshold"of"α"="0.05"(red"lines)"are"named."
" " between"unrelated"bacteria"is"shown"for"each"gene,"colourAcoded"by"the"number"of"proteinAaltering" substitutions"between"noseAcolonizing"and"diseaseAcausing"bacteria"within"patients."There"was"a"negative" Spearman"rank"correlation"between"dN/dS"ratio"and"substitutions"within"patients"(ρ"="-0.04,"p"="0.02 Figure&S5."Gene&set&enrichment&analysis&is&robust&to&species>level&differences&in&dN/dS& between&genes."For"every"locus,"expression"pathway"and"gene"ontology,"we"estimated"dN/dS" between"unrelated"S.#aureus."There"was"no"relationship"between"dN/dS"and"enrichment"of"proteinA altering"substitutions"between"noseAcolonizing"and"diseaseAcausing"bacteria"in"a)"loci,"b)" ontologies"nor"c)"pathways"(nonAsignificant"correlations,"p">"0.05)."When"we"incorporated" variability"in"dN/dS"between"genes"in"the"gene"set"enrichment"analyses,"the"results"were"robust"for" d)"loci,"e)"ontologies"and"f)"pathways,"showing"only"small"differences"in"significance"(Alog10"pA value)"between"the"analyses"that"correct"for"locus"length"only"(horizontal"axes)"and"those"that" correct"for"locus"length"and"dN/dS"(vertical"axes)." 
